By Celeste LeBeaux

Ribbons

When I went to school the next day, I wore my pink ribbon. Of
course, the first thing everyone wants to know from the Queen of
Red Ribbon Week is where are their pink ribbons? Why wasn’t there
a table at the door? Some even asked what the pink stood for. So
begins the myths about people who wear ribbons. My mother was
wrong. People do ask about such things. So I told them. I told
them all. By that afternoon, everyone in the school knew about my
mother’s illness. If they asked for details, I would tell them about
the huge meal, the gifts, the pink ribbons, and the all-for-one bear
hug. Of course, most would just say they’re sorry. The teachers
that day just gave me a warmer-than-normal smile, or touched their
heart…missing its pink ribbon…and would say, ‘My aunt’…or ‘My
grandmother’…or ‘My cousin…’ Mother was right, however, about
one thing. A ribbon does bring attention to a cause.
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On January 28, 1986, NASA’s Space Shuttle Challenger
lifted off from Cape Canaveral at approximately 11:38
a.m. Seventy-three seconds into its mission, the Space
Shuttle Challenger exploded, killing all seven astronauts on
board, including NASA’s first civilian flight crew member—a
young teacher named Crista McAuliffe. These poems
should be performed by a female and entered in Poetry
Interpretation. These poems are character-driven, and each
eye-witness account should suggest a different character
and how this historical tragedy touched her life. The key
to the poems, Tiny Rocket and Y, lies in the performers
ability to visualize the events as they happen. For example,
in Tiny Rocket, the narrator witnesses the explosion while
attending an assembly in her elementary school cafeteria.
The narrator of this poem should see the big screen in the
cafeteria. See the reactions of the teachers lining the wall.
See the reactions of the fellow classmates. Tiny Rocket,
however, does possess humor in the first half of the poem.
Play that humor. Remember, nothing bad has happened,
until the students quiet down and actually see the live
images projected onto the screen. Y takes place in a beauty
salon, and the narrator of the poem is a young mother with
her toddler son. Create the environment. See the other
women in the waiting area. See the television in the corner.
See the son on the floor. Visualization makes these poems
come to life for the audience. In the final poem, The Seven
Brightest Stars in Heaven, perform the narrator with honesty.
Visualize and look for the brightest stars sweeping across
the nighttime sky. Again, simply create the environment.
The drama mask icons are merely visible to show the
performer where she might want to turn her pages. As
with any historical collection of poems, be respectful of the
event itself. These astronauts were American heroes. These
poems pay tribute to those who lost their lives and to NASA,
which continues to explore the final frontier.

The Seven Brightest Stars in Heaven

Breast cancer. The way she said it. So calm. So matter of fact. Dad
immediately pushed himself away from the table, rushed to Mom’s
side, and swooped her up in a huge bear hug. The kind of hug
he used to give us, if my brothers and I were ever scared. But it
was different now. He was the one who seemed scared. He started
crying, and it was now Mother who was hugging him. Consoling him.
Of course, there’s nothing like three kids seeing their father cry to
scare them. Mom tapped Dad on the shoulder and said, “Honey.
You’re scaring the children. Give them a hug.” So there we were.
The five of us. Hugging for all we were worth. It was just one huge…
bear-hug-fest. The straight pins from our pink ribbons sticking each
other from time to time, but other than that… just five people
showing their solidarity for Mom.

NOTES

By Celeste LeBeaux

Mom said, “I went to the doctor today for the results from my recent
mammogram. They found cancer. I have breast cancer.” I was
devastated. We were all devastated. Ironically, the one who seemed
the least tramatized by the diagnosis was Mother, herself. She said we
would all just go about our busy lives. She said we would all just deal
with it, and she would get all of the necessary medical help she needed
to get well again.
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By Celeste LeBeaux

The Seven Brightest Stars in Heaven

To fly in spacecrafts
At the speed of light…
If I couldn’t be a Star Wars heroine,
The next best thing
Would to be an astronaut.
My parents thought it was cute
And encouraged me at every turn.
We even took a summer vacation
To Houston to visit NASA.

In the weeks preceding
The Space Shuttle Challenger launch,
My class participated in a myriad
Of space activities…
Making rocket mosaics out of macaroni,
Writing poetry,
Writing letters to the flight crew…
Our teacher kept reminding us,
That on the morning of the launch,
We could witness history live
On a big screen in the cafeteria.

As luck would have it,
Launch day coincided
With my tenth birthday.
This was indeed a special day.
My mother made cupcakes for the class,
And on top of each cupcake,
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Ribbons

I remember the first time I saw Star Wars.
I wanted to be like Luke Skywalker,
Only I was a girl,
So I pretended Luke Skywalker
Was incapacitated,
As Princess Leai took over the controls.

My mother has always been my number one fan. Who needs a
cheerleader when you have Team Mom behind you every step of the
way, right? She loved helping me organize all of the ribbons for Drug
Awareness Week. She said that ribbons were a great way to show
solidarity among people. She also said that ribbons were a great way
to bring attention to a problem–a cause. Take AIDS, for example.
Everyone wore red ribbons to show support for those affected by
the disease. She told me to notice how many celebrities wore red
ribbons on various televised award shows. I did, and it was a lot.
Mother said that ribbons were a great way to say a lot about what a
person might be going through… without having to actually say it
all the time. By wearing a red ribbon, a person might be saying, “I
have AIDS.” “ My relative has AIDS.” “One of my friends or co-workers
has AIDS.” Who knows? But by wearing the ribbon, the person is
essentially saying, “Hey, show a little respect. This is something no one
should have to go through in this lifetime.” With ribbons explained
to me that way, I think it’s easier to see why I was so intent on
making sure everyone at my school wore a red ribbon during Drug
Awareness Week.

By Celeste LeBeaux

Tiny Rocket

To celebrate the success of Red Ribbon Week, Mom made a huge
dinner for us that night. I mean, it was like… Thanksgiving—but in
March! She must have spent at least six hours in the kitchen that day!
After dinner, Mom told us she had presents for us. Dad immediately
looked nervous. If Mom ever gives anyone an unexpected present,
it usually means someone forgot to get her an expected present. Like
a birthday, or anniversary or something. The very second Mom
left the room, Dad asked me and my two, younger brothers if he
had… forgotten anything recently. We just looked at him and shook
our heads ‘no.’ Just then, Mom returned with four beautifully
wrapped packages. Attached to each bow was a tag that read,
“Wear it proudly!” Nicholas, my youngest brother, to whom I had
just finished reading The Emperor’s New Clothes, began shaking the
small box wildly and shouted, “Wear it proudly? You got us invisible
clothes!” We all laughed. Especially Mom. Especially her. She was
laughing so hard, in fact, that she had tears in her eyes. One by
one, we opened our presents. We each looked inside our little
box, paused, then looked confused. Inside each box, wrapped in
pink tissue paper, Mom had placed a pink ribbon. Mom told us
to take the ribbons out and put them on. She handed each of us
a straight pin, and as we pinned the pink ribbons onto our shirts,
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